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Robust Cognitive Beamforming With Bounded Channel Uncertainties Gan Zheng, Member, IEEE, Kai-Kit Wong, Senior Member, IEEE, and Björn Ottersten, Fellow, IEEE



Abstract—This paper studies the robust beamforming design for a multi-antenna cognitive radio (CR) network, which transmits to multiple secondary users (SUs) and coexists with a primary network of multiple users. We aim to maximize the minimum of the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratios (SINRs) of the SUs, subject to the constraints of the total SU transmit power and the received interference power at the primary users (PUs) by optimizing the beamforming vectors at the SU transmitter based on imperfect channel state information (CSI). To model the uncertainty in CSI, we consider a bounded region for both cases of channel matrices and channel covariance matrices. As such, the optimization is done while satisfying the interference constraints for all possible CSI error realizations. We shall first derive equivalent conditions for the interference constraints and then convert the problems into the form of semi-definite programming (SDP) with the aid of rank relaxation, which leads to iterative algorithms for obtaining the robust optimal beamforming solution. Results demonstrate the achieved robustness and the performance gain over conventional approaches and that the proposed algorithms can obtain the exact robust optimal solution with high probability. Index Terms—Cognitive radio, interference control, MIMO, robust beamforming.



I. INTRODUCTION



R



ADIO spectrum is a very precious resource for wireless communications. According to federal communications commission (FCC) [1], spectrum utilization depends very much upon place and time and yet most spectrum is underutilized. Cognitive radio (CR), first proposed by Mitola and Maguire in 1999 [2], is a new paradigm for exploiting the spectrum resources in a dynamic way [3], [4] and has been adopted in IEEE 802.22 Wireless Regional Area Networks (WRANs) for license-exempt devices to use the spectrum on a non-interfering basis. In CR, the spectrum usage is administered in a hierarchical manner. The primary users (PUs) who are the licensed users
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have the priority rights to access the spectrum, while the secondary users (SUs) (also known as cognitive users) can occupy the spectrum only if they do not interrupt the communication of PUs.1 In practice, this will require the SUs to sense the spectrum and detect any PU’s activities by using, for instance, the likelihood ratio test [5], energy detection [6], matched-filtering-based technique [7] and cyclostationary detection [8], etc., so that the decision for reusing the spectrum by the SUs can be made. Spectrum holes are the most obvious opportunities to be exploited by CR [9], but higher spectrum utilization is anticipated if coexistence between PUs and SUs is permitted. The latter scenario is indeed possible if the interference caused by the SUs can be properly controlled and managed [10]. In this respect, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna system has been recognized as an effective means to mitigate co-channel interference and has been widely used in traditional fixed-spectrum-allocation based communications systems. The use of beamforming for interference control in the context of CR is challenging, as the interference seen by the licensed PUs from the license-exempt SUs must be kept below a certain tolerable limit, if the SUs are granted access to the spectrum of the PUs. In light of this, a number of beamforming techniques have been proposed for the uplink CR network to control interference as well as achieve various objectives, such as capacity maximization [11], signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) balancing [11], and the minimization of transmit power with SUs’ quality-of-service (QoS) constraints [12]. Most recently, [13] used the uplink–downlink duality to study the optimal beamforming for downlink CR networks. Thus far, however, previous works on CR beamforming were based by and large on the exploitation of perfect channel state information (CSI). Although the CSI may be estimated from the uplink of the primary network if the SU transmitter continuously senses the PU’s transmission and the uplink and downlink for the PUs are reciprocal, in practice, the CSI will never be perfect, due to estimation and quantization errors as well as Doppler spread. In CR, more CSI errors are anticipated due to limited cooperation between PUs and SUs. Robust optimization, which tackles optimization with uncertainties, is usually addressed by either a stochastic or a worstcase approach and has been actively researched for MIMO systems in recent years. In particular, the CSI errors are often modeled as Gaussian random variables [14], [15], and the robustness can be provided in the statistical sense. Alternatively, another way to achieve robustness is by worst-case optimization, which designs the system to operate under the worst-case channel condition [16] if the CSI uncertainty is bounded. In this case, the 1By SU(s) and PU(s), we mean the SU receiver(s) and the PU receiver(s), respectively; otherwise, we shall clearly specify that they are transmitters.
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channel is optimized to achieve a given QoS for every possible CSI error if the problem is feasible, so that absolute robustness can indeed be achieved. Interestingly, it was also shown in [17] that the worst-case model can be viewed as the deterministic analog of the stochastic CSI model in [18]. A bounded worstcase model is also believed to be able to cope with quantization errors in CSI [19]. In this paper, we shall employ the worst-case approach to address the beamforming design in downlink CR with bounded CSI errors. Since the worst-case based techniques in the MIMO literature are highly related to our study, some are reviewed as follows. In [20], a robust maximin approach was developed for a single-user MIMO system based on convex optimization. Later in [17], the robust transmission schemes to maximize the compound capacity for single and multiuser rank-one Ricean MIMO channels were addressed, based on the uncertainty set in [21]. Robust beamforming for multiuser multiple-input single-output (MISO) downlink channels with individual QoS constraints under an imperfect channel covariance matrix was studied in [16], [22]. Recently in [23], the optimal power allocation over fixed beamforming vectors was obtained in the presence of errors in CSI matrices. Most recently, efficient numerical solutions to find conservative robust beamforming for multiuser MISO systems with mean-square-error (MSE) and SINR constraints and different bounded CSI errors have been developed in [24]. In contrast, robust designs in CR are much less understood. One such attempt appeared in [25] where the optimization of a CR network exploiting perfect CSI from the SU transmitter and receiver but imperfect CSI from the SU transmitter and the PU receiver, was considered. In particular, it was illustrated that the beamforming to maximize the rate of the SU while keeping the interference to the PU under a given level in high probability can be obtained by solving a semi-infinite programming (SIP) problem. The limitation of [25] is, however, that only one SU receiver and one PU receiver are considered. With MIMO, multiple users sharing the same spectrum are anticipated, but the results in [25] do not reveal the optimal robust beamforming solution for CR systems with multiple PUs and SUs with CSI uncertainty. This paper studies a downlink CR network where there are multiple PUs and SUs occupying the same spectrum and a multi-antenna SU transmitter is communicating with multiple single-antenna SUs. We aim to obtain the optimal robust beamforming solutions for maximizing the minimum of the SUs’ SINRs, which is subjected to the constraints of the overall SU transmit power and the received interference power at the PUs, by exploiting CSI at the SU transmitter with its errors modeled by an ellipsoidal region in either channel matrices or channel covariance matrices. In particular, we have made the following contributions. • Unlike previous approaches that often restrict the feasible region when handling SINR constraints, using S-Procedure as a tool, we derive equivalent constraints to the SINR and interference power constraints in the case of ellipsoidal channel matrices errors. • We also derive equivalent constraints for the case of ellipsoidal channel covariance matrices uncertainties, with con-
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sideration on the positive semi-definiteness of the covariance matrices, which is usually ignored in the literature. • Moreover, we propose bisection search based iterative algorithms, which use rank relaxation and the equivalent SDP constraints, to obtain the robust beamforming solutions for both cases of channel matrices and covariance uncertainties.2 In addition, numerical results show that the optimal robust solutions can indeed be found (which appears when the rank relaxation becomes exact) with very high probability. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces the system model for the multiuser MISO CR system and formulates the SINR balancing problem. In Section III, we define the uncertainty region for the channel matrices uncertainties and then derive the equivalent robust constraints, while the channel covariance matrices uncertainties will be addressed in Section IV. Section V presents the algorithms to find the solutions to the robust problems using convex optimization and rank relaxation. Simulation results will be given in Section VI and finally, we conclude this paper in Section VII. Throughout this paper, complex scalar is represented by a denotes its modulus. denotes the lowercase letter and expectation of an input random entity. Vectors and matrices are represented by bold lowercase and uppercase letters, respeccomputes the Frobenius norm. The th entry tively, and or . The superscripts , of a matrix is denoted as and are used to denote the transpose, conjugate and Hermitian transpose of a vector or matrix, respectively. and mean that is positive semi-definite and strictly gives the positive definite, respectively. In addition, deminimum eigenvalue of a square matrix while notes the trace of , is a vector formed by stacking the returns an square matrix columns of , and of the elements of an -vector . gives the Kronecker denotes a vector product of and . Finally, of complex Gaussian entries with a mean vector of and a covariance matrix of . II. SYSTEM MODEL We consider a CR downlink network with PUs and SUs, where the SU common transmitter has antennas and each SU receiver has only one antenna. The received signal at the th SU, denoted by , can be written in vector form as



(1) in which



denotes the symbol intended to the th SU with , denotes the corresponding transmit beamdenotes the channel between the SU transforming vector, is the mitter and the th SU receiver, and additive noise. The total transmit power from the SUs is given and required to be limited by . by 2It is noted that the proposed approach can also handle the total power minimization of the SUs and more convex constraints, such as per-antenna power constraints, can also be easily incorporated.
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The instantaneous received SINR at the pressed as



th SU can be ex-
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and are the estimated CSI known at the SU where and are the CSI errors. We transmitter while assume that the CSI errors are bounded by ellipsoids, i.e.,



(2) (9) which is required to be at least where are the preset SINR balancing parameters providing the SINR pattern of the SUs and is an auxiliary variable for scaling the SINRs. To control the interferences, at the th PU, the received interference power is limited by (3) where denotes the channel between the SU transmitter and the th PU receiver. In particular, our problem of interest is to maximize the minimum of the received SINRs of the SUs given the parameters and by optimizing the transmit beamforming vectors with the aid of CSI. Mathematically, it is expressed as (4a)



(10) determine the quality of where the matrices CSI and are assumed known. Moreover, the CSI becomes perand approach infinity while the CSI is the fect when worst if they are zeros. The above model also embraces the Frobenius norm bounded error. B. Equivalent Worst-Case Constraints To take the CSI errors into account, the SINR balancing problem in (6) based on worst-case criterion can be formulated as (11a)



(11b) (4b) Before we proceed, we shall first investigate on rewriting the constraints in (11b). In particular, the SU’s SINR constraint [i.e., the first constraint in (11b)] can be rewritten as For ease of exposition, we define and



,



(5)



As a result, (4) can be compactly rewritten as (6a)



(6b)



With perfect CSI at the SU transmitter, the optimal solution for (6) has recently been found in [13]. In the sequel, our effort will be spent on solving (6) with CSI errors. III. BEAMFORMING WITH CHANNEL MATRIX UNCERTAINTY



(12) Note that in (12), both sides contain a common ellipsoidal uncertainty region and it is not known to be tractable [26]. One possible remedy is to derive a bound for the constraint for any and then perform optimization based on the bound [27]. Similar conservative methods have recently been proposed to deal with this problem [19], [24] but the resulting solutions appear to degrade the performance and reduce the feasible region considerably. Our approach here is different in that we do not impose any restriction on the optimizing variables but derive the exact equivalent condition directly from the robust constraint (12). The main result is summarized in the following Theorem 1. Theorem 1: The robust SU’s SINR constraint (12) is equivalent to



A. Ellipsoidal Uncertainty Model It is assumed that the SU transmitter has neither perfect CSI nor statistical knowledge of the uncertainty. In particular, the channels are modeled as (7) (8)



(13) Proof: It is easy to see that (12) can be equivalently written as



(14)
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Though is not convex as is not positive semidefinite, according to S-Procedure [28], (14) is an equivalent statement of (13), which completes the proof.3 Similarly, we next derive the equivalent interference constraint [i.e., the second constraint in (11b)] and the result is summarized in Theorem 2. Theorem 2: The robust interference constraint (11b) is equivalent to (15)



Similar as before, the matrices and are given and define the quality of CSI in covariances. In addition, we assume that they can be decomposed into (21) (22) with . Under this model, the received SINR at the written as



Proof: It follows similarly as that of Theorem 1 and is omitted. C. Reformulation and SDP Relaxation With Theorems 1 and 2, the original robust problem (11) can be equivalently expressed as



th SU can be



(23) and the resulting interference at the th PU is given by . As a result, the beamforming optimization in (6) can be rewritten as (24a)



(16a) (24b)



(16b)



The above reformulation is straightforward and equivalent to the original problem (11), which permits a possible exact optimal solution to be found. The proposed algorithm we develop to solve (16) will be presented later in Section V. IV. BEAMFORMING WITH CHANNEL COVARIANCE UNCERTAINTY In practice, the CSI may be estimated in the form of covariances. In this case, the uncertainty in the channel covariance matrices has to be properly modeled and considered in (11).



It is worth noting that there have been a number of researches attempting to address uncertainties in the covariance matrices of channel or signal, e.g., [16], [22], and [29]–[32]. However, an important property that the covariance matrices must be positive semi-definite (PSD), is often assumed [29] or ignored [30] and thus the solution will be over pessimistic because some unrealistic errors are considered as well. This constraint was considered in [31] by modeling the error of the “square root” of the signal covariance matrix but not the covariance matrix itself. By contrast, our approach addresses the uncertainties of directly. B. Equivalent Worst-Case Constraints To proceed, we first consider the interference constraint [i.e., the second constraint in (24b)], which can be reexpressed as



A. Ellipsoidal Uncertainty Model As in Section III, we use an ellipsoid to model the channel covariance uncertainty such that (17) (18) where and are the estimated channel covariance matrices from the SU transmitter to the th SU and from the SU transmitter to the th PU, respectively, and and denote the corresponding uncertainties that are considered to be bounded in the sets



(19)



(25) As such, it suffices to derive the maximum interference, which we shall address in Theorem 3. Before we present this theorem, we find the following lemma useful. Hermitian matrices, and , such Lemma 1: For and , we have the following gradient that results: (26) Proof: See Appendix A. Theorem 3: Let be an Then, we have



complex Hermitian matrix.



(20) 3Similar



result has been obtained in [27].



(27)
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and the maximum is attained when
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In [22], [32], the error model in (19) was considered with for some , and it has been proposed to optimize the system based on the lower bound of the SINR (28)



(38)



Proof: Now, we consider the problem (29) The Lagrangian can be written as (30)



However, as this lower bound is generally loose, severe performance degradation is expected. Alternatively, our approach is to tackle the constraint (37) directly. Following the same method as in the derivation of , the optimal can be found as



is the dual variable. Setting the derivative to be in which zero and using Lemma 1 in the Appendix, we obtain (39)



(31) and (37) becomes



Using Kronecker operation, it yields (32)



(40)



Therefore, the dual objective is given by



(33) where we have used (32) and the fact that at the optimum, . Because (29) is a convex problem and has a nonempty interior, strong duality holds [33] and its optimal implies objective value equals . Further, , which enables us to solve for by that



(34) As a result, we have proved the desired result (27) and the op, is given by (28), which completes the timal , denoted by proof. Using Theorem 3, the optimal to (25), denoted by , is given by



This solution is simple but problematic as it may not satisfy the positive semi-definiteness property of the covariance matrix, i.e., because is in general not positive semi-definite, and this condition will likely be violated if the error bound is large. Although (40) simplifies the problem and is automatically satisfied, it is sometimes emphasized that in general the solution using (39) only serves as a lower bound for the actual achievable performance. We now overcome this by deriving an exact equivalent condition of (37) and the main result is summarized in Theorem 4 as follows. Theorem 4: The following two statements are equivalent: i)



(41) ii) There exist



and



such that



(35) , [34, Ch. 13] and clearly it Since satisfies and is therefore a valid solution. Now, substituting (35) into (25), the th interference constraint can be equivalently written as



(42) with the worst-case



given by



(43) (36) Next, we proceed to study the robust SINR constraint [i.e., the first constraint in (24b)], which can be rewritten as follows:



Proof: First, we consider the problem (44a) (44b)



(37)
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In Appendix B, the dual problem of (44) is derived as



(45a)



Under this setting, the output solutions based on the constraints (40) and the robust constraints (46b) are given, respectively, as in Fig. 1. As we can see, if (46b) is not considered, then the positive-definiteness constraint on the channel covariance will based on (40) is be violated, and in particular, the achieved smaller than that achieved based on (46b).



(45b)



Since (44) is a convex problem, it has the same optimal objective value as its dual (45). In addition, statement i) is equivalent to say that the optimal objective value of (44) is non-negative, which in turn implies that the optimal objective value of (45) is also non-negative and this is exactly statement ii), which has completed the proof. C. Reformulation and SDP Relaxation With (36) and Theorem 4, we can then rewrite (24) in an equivalent form as



(46a)



V. PROPOSED ALGORITHM In this section, we present an algorithm to solve the optimization problems (16) and (46). Although our previous efforts have made to rewrite the constraints into SDP, the problems are still not convex due to the rank-1 constraints on the beamforming matrices and also the dependence of with other variables. To overcome this, we note that if we relax the rank-1 constraints, then both (16) and (46) will become quasi-convex problems and the optimal solutions can be found by checking the feasibility of an SDP problem. In particular, both (16) and (46) can be solved using a bisection search with the aid of SDP and rank relaxation, which is described by Algorithm 1 as follows. In the algorithm, we have the superscript to denote the variables at the th iterate and the “problem” can be either (16) or (46). Algorithm 1: Robust Cognitive Beamforming using Bisection Search 1: Input: and



,



,



,



,



,



,



,



.



2: begin Initialize the iteration index the upper bound .



4:



Initialize



5:



For a given , check the feasibility of the problem without the rank-1 constraints.



6:



if the problem is feasible, then



(46b)



7:



The algorithm that can solve (46) will be presented in detail in Section V.



8:



Update



9:



Update the sets and



10: 11:



, then



.



end else



12:



Update



13:



end



14:



Set



15:



Find matrices



.



and go to line 5 if



greater than a given threshold. and obtain the beamforming .



16: end (47)



and



.



if it also outputs rank-1 solutions for all



D. Numerical Example To conclude this section, we here provide a numerical example to illustrate that the robust constraints (46b) are necessary and if we replace them with (40), a valid worst-case channel covariance realization is not met, and as a result, the performance is unnecessarily degraded. In this example, we consider the case where , , , 5 dB, 20 dB, 0 dB, and



, the lower bound



3:



17: Extract the beamforming solution by matrix decomposition. 18: Output:



and



.



from



is
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In line 5 of Algorithm 1, it requires detecting the feasibility of a convex SDP problem, which can be achieved by checking if there exist any feasible solution of the SDP. Rank relaxation has been widely used in communications optimization such as maximum-likelihood (ML) detection (see [35], [36] and the references therein). In that particular application, some randomization methods were proposed to recover the required rank-1 solution based on the higher-rank solution. This is also required in line 17 of Algorithm 1, if any of the obtained appear to be of higher-rank. beamforming matrices Nevertheless, it is noted that the known randomization methods are not applicable here because our problems have complex robust constraints required by the PUs and the SUs, and it is not clear even how to construct a feasible rank-1 solution based on some higher-rank solutions. To tackle the rank issue, we store all those iterations that return rank-1 solutions. After the algorithm converges, if the final beamforming solution is of rank-1, then it is guaranteed to be optimal; otherwise, we shall use the rank-1 solution that achieves the largest , but in this case, its optimality is not guaranteed. As a final remark, it is worth mentioning that it is possible to , such as per incorporate more convex constraints about transmit antenna power, into the proposed algorithm. In addition, the proposed techniques can also be used to address the power minimization problem subject to the robust SINR and interference constraints as the equivalent tractable robust constraints have been derived in SDP. VI. SIMULATION RESULTS A. Setup and Assumptions Simulations are conducted to assess the performance of the proposed algorithms in Rayleigh flat-fading channels, so that . For the case the entries of the channel matrices follow of channel covariance in Section IV, we considered the channel model in [32]. In particular, it is assumed that the th SU is surrounded by a large number of local scatterers corresponding to . For a uniform linear array with elements a spread angle of spaced half a wavelength apart, we have the normalized spatial covariance matrix as



(48) where is the nominal direction to the source, and the covariance matrices to the PUs as



(49) and denote, respectively, the nominal direcin which tion to the source and the angular spread. Furthermore, we conand sidered a system with three SUs, where , and . The parameter will be varied to generate various channel environments. Moreover, the CSI uncertainties are assumed to be truncated Gaussian distributed within the bounded uncertainty sets. In the simulations, unless explicitly stated, we considered that
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all users have the same target SINR, CSI error bounds and indB , terference power limits, i.e., and , while is the parameter to adjust the CSI quality and set to 0.1 unless specified otherwise. We also as, is sumed that the average total transmit SNR, defined as to denote 10 dB. For convenience, we use the triple transmit antennas and PUs. The folan -SU system with lowing benchmarks are compared with the proposed algorithm. • Non-robust design—This optimizes the users’ beamforming vectors based on the estimated CSI matrices. , , , , The CSI uncertainty regions, are ignored, so this method is expected to have a high probability of the constraints being violated. • Conservative channel-based robust solution—This was proposed in [24] to address the imperfect channel matrices. This solution is based on the equivalent MSE constraints. • Conservative covariance-based robust solution—This was proposed in [32] when CSI is in the form of channel covariance matrices and is imperfect. Before presenting the results, we first comment on the complexity per iteration of the proposed algorithm and that of the conservative approaches in [24], [32]. It is known that the number of variables, the number of SDP constraints and the size of SDP dominate the overall complexity [24], [37]. For the channel-based problem, the virtual MSE-based algorithm in real-valued design variables and slack [24] has SDP constraints of size variables. Moreover, there are also . By contrast, our proposed algorithm has real-valued design variables and slack variables, with SDP constraints of size and another SDP constraints . There are also some computations required of size to perform matrix decomposition in the proposed method. Due to the total power and interference constraints, both will have . one scalar constraint and SDP constraints of size On the other hand, as far as the covariance-based problem is real-valued design concerned, the method in [32] has scalar constraints, while our algorithm has variables and real-valued design variables but slack variSDP constraints of size and ables are needed, with scalar constraints. Similarly, both will have scalar constraints. To summarize, in general, the complexities of the proposed algorithms are slightly higher than those of the conservative approaches, but it will be apparent that substantial performance gain can be achieved because more degree of freedom is exploited. B. Results In Fig. 2, the cumulative density functions (CDFs) of the received interference at the first PU receiver are provided for a 10 dB for the case of imperfect (3,3,2) system with channel matrices and a (6,3,2) system with 0 dB and 10 for the case of imperfect channel covariance matrices. Results show that for both cases, using the proposed algorithm, the interference power is always below the required limit while the non-robust scheme can rarely satisfy the interference constraints due to the ignorance of imperfect CSI. In Fig. 3, the CDFs of the received SINR at the first SU receiver are provided for the same systems as before. It is observed
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Fig. 1. Numerical example to show the importance of the constraints (46b).



Fig. 2. CDFs of the received interference power at the first PU.



Fig. 3. CDFs of the received SINR at the first SU.



that as expected, the non-robust scheme results in the highest SINR but at the price of severe interference to the PUs, which has been seen in Fig. 2. On the other hand, results illustrate that the proposed algorithm achieves about 5- and 1-dB gains in the received SINR over the conservative method, respectively, for the cases of imperfect channel matrices and channel covariance matrices.



Fig. 4. Output worst-case SINR results for various angular separation  .



In Fig. 4, the output SINR results for the case with imperfect CSI covariance matrices are plotted against the angular separation . The dashed lines are for the systems without the interference power constraints. As we can see, the performance for all schemes improves as the angular separation increases. However, the solid lines which correspond to the systems with the interference constraints, clearly show the impact of the positions of the PUs, i.e., if the SUs are not separated far enough and close to the PUs, the performance may degrade as the angular separation increases. In particular, the worst performance appears 10 . when In Fig. 5, the output SINR results for the both cases are provided for various error bound, . The setting is the same as that 16 . Results demonstrate that the proused in 2 except that posed algorithms significantly outperforms the conservative approaches, especially for the case of imperfect channel matrices. Finally, we investigate the optimality of the proposed algorithm by studying the ranks of the beamforming solutions of the SDP for the case with imperfect channel matrices. For the case with imperfect channel covariance matrices, numerical results indicate that the optimal rank-1 solutions can always be obtained, which means that the proposed algorithm always provides the optimal solutions. In other words, we can measure the number of times that the proposed SDPs return rank-1 beamforming matrices and declare global optimality in these channels. In Table I, we show such probability results that the proposed algorithm is guaranteed to achieve the robust optimum for various CSI error bound . Results reveal that the proposed
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received interference power at the PUs. For CSI of channel matrices and channel covariance matrices, we derived the equivalent robust constraints in the form of SDP using S-Procedure. A bisection based algorithm has been devised to obtain the robust beamforming solutions with rank relaxation. Simulation results have shown the achieved robustness against the CSI uncertainties and the effectiveness to meet the required output SINRs at the SUs. APPENDIX A THE PROOF OF LEMMA 1 Proof: First, note that for a general matrix complex vari, the gradient of a real-value function is defined as , and that and are treated as two independent as variables. Now, we expand



able



(50) which has the gradient



(51) Note that for a general complex matrix without any special structure, the above gradient should be zero. Similarly, we can as follows: find the gradient for



(52) Fig. 5. Output worst-case SINR results for various error bound  . (a) Channelbased; (b) covariance-based.



and then TABLE I THE PROBABILITY RESULTS THAT THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM GUARANTEES TO ACHIEVE OPTIMALITY



(53) As a result, we have the desired results, which completes the proof. APPENDIX B DERIVATION OF THE DUAL PROBLEM OF (44)



algorithm can achieve the global optimal solutions at very high probability.



Here, we derive the dual of (44). First, we have the Lagrangian of (44) given by



VII. CONCLUSION This paper has addressed the worst-case robust beamforming design of a downlink multiuser multi-antenna CR system coexisted with a number of PUs, in which only imperfect CSI is exploited at the SU transmitter. With ellipsoidal uncertainty sets on the CSI, our objective was to balance the SU SINRs with the constraints of the total transmit power of the SUs and the



(54) where



, are the dual variables. Setting and using Lemma 1, we then have (55)
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We can solve



(56) The dual objective can also be found as



(57) (58) where (57) is due to (55) and (58) comes from the fact that at the optimum, we have (59) Combining (55) with or



and , we



then have



(60)
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